**Choke Lever**

The choke lever on the left handlebar provides a rich mixture for cold starting conditions.

Pull the choke lever all the way to the left to start the engine. Warm the engine up by operating the choke lever and throttle until the idle speed is stable, then push the choke lever all the way back to the right.

**NOTE**

- If the choke is left on (lever to the left) too long after the engine has warmed up, it will cause spark plug fouling and poor fuel economy.

**Brake Lever(s) and Pedal**

The lever on the right side of the handlebar operates the front brake.
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For KLF220, 300C and 400, the lever on the left side of the handlebar operates the rear brake, and it can be used for a parking brake by using the brake lever lock at the brake lever (see Brake Lever Lock).

The foot pedal on the right side of the engine also operates the rear brakes.